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Current Issues In Monetary Policy
The market participants have a lot of expectations from 16th June US Fed monetary policy. Two key factors which Fed focuses on are inflation and job numbers.
US Federal Reserve may go hawkish in June 16 monetary policy; US dollar index likely to touch 91.50
Roger Bootle says monetary and fiscal policy along with demographic changes, US-China tensions, and costly climate policies will lead to inflation.
Monetary and fiscal policies are leading to 'significant inflationary danger,' economist Roger Bootle says
To nurture its revised state-based forward guidance, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) added the word ‘revive to acknowledge the scar of the second wave of the Covid-19
pandemic while continuing ...
Monetary policy likely to normalise in Q4
Monetary Policy Committee expected to hold rates and continue with an accommodative stance to encourage growth ...
Growth forecast, rates: 5 key things to look for in RBI monetary policy
The recent rise in the consumer price index (CPI) has stoked fears of 1970s-style high inflation and even stagflation, an economy that exhibits both high unemployment and inflation.
While it would be ...
Inflation and the Fed: How Congress Should Approach Monetary Policy
Clearly the economic recovery continues yet at a disappointing pace relative to job creation. For the second month in a row, new jobs trailed economist’s expectations, which called for
more than ...
Northwood issues economic outlook
The continuation of the low interest rate regime works very well for home loan borrowers as the environment of high affordability is likely to continue for some more time.
Monetary Policy: RBI move positive for home loan borrowers, say industry experts
The issue is not a technicality ... is dangerous when it comes to assessing the appropriateness of the current monetary policy settings. As I have repeatedly argued here, it has not been
inflation ...
Monetary policy framework is the real issue, not inflation risk
The ECB may decouple from the Fed by adopting a similar monetary policy framework to the US central ... to focus on purely domestic Eurozone issues. These domestic issues,
collectively, represent ...
The ECB Faces Internal And External Challenges To Monetary Policy Framework Regime Change
Serious scholarship on central banking has burgeoned in recent years, thanks in no small measure to the authors represented in this timely volume. Because it arrives just as the
challenges to central ...
Challenges in Central Banking
RBI has cut economic growth forecast for current fiscal to 9.5% from previous 10.5%Get latest Economy online at cnbctv18.com ...
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RBI monetary policy highlights: Repo rate unchanged, real GDP growth projected at 9.5%
The intense nature of the COVID-19 second wave has prompted the RBI to increase its dovish hold and to do ‘whatever it takes’ to support economic recovery ...
Monetary policy committee flags the risks to growth
Fed officials have been playing down risks that their monetary policy could lead to a big and lasting overshoot on prices.
Powell gets Wall Street buy-in to view that inflation won’t last
We advise using this weakness to add to your economically sensitive stocks and reducing holdings in the high-flyer technology names, SPACs, and bonds. Fed policy is the focus for
investors.
Is Change In Policy In The Air?
Reserve Bank of Australia Deputy Governor Guy Debelle acknowledged that a hot property market fueled by emergency-low interest rates has “distributional consequences,” while
reiterating that monetary ...
RBA’s Debelle Reiterates Policy Isn’t Tool to Cool House Prices
The caveats around the potential monetary policy benefits of a CBDC stem from knowledge ... Bank of Canada staff analytical notes are short articles that focus on topical issues relevant
to the ...
CBDC and Monetary Policy
In industrially advanced countries, after decades of eclipse, monetary policy re-emerged as a potent instrument of economic policy, in the fight against inflation in the 1980s. Issues
relating to the ...
Evolving Contours of Monetary Policy
Our host, Mudiwa Gavaza, is joined by Annabel Bishop, chief economist at Investec to discuss the issues ... and decide US monetary policy, looks set to hold interest rates at current
levels ...
PODCAST | Risk of inflation before Reserve Bank’s monetary policy decision
(MENAFN - Daily Forex) Pretty often, when reporting monetary ... current state of the economy as well as its forecasts. This assessment is key because it can tilt the balance towards a
policy ...
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